
DUKE UNIVERSITY APPLICATION ESSAY PROMPT

Learn how to approach the Duke University Supplemental Essay Prompts and start drafting a winning college
admissions essay.

What events would you like to run? We always appreciate any significant information a student wishes to
share with us and consider that information in understanding a student's achievements. We do not use
information about a disability to deny admission to a student. Duke students are often distinguished by their
entrepreneurial, energetic, and driven personalities. So how should you go about tackling this essay? Perhaps
your sexuality has only recently caused you to question how you perceive the world, and you would like to
expound upon the nature of that development. Watch the webinar. Browse by Author. Visa Information To
obtain an F-1 visa for study in the United States, a foreign citizen must furnish his or her home country's U.
For courses that are taught at home, we would like an explanation of the grading scale or other methods of
evaluation. Admissions is looking to add diverse perspectives to the melting pot that is their student body. As
you write your supplemental essay, take the "global replace test. Were you raised in a Muslim family? For
example, if you wrote your Common App essay about playing a sport and your perspective supplement about
growing up in New York City, then consider using this supplement to expand upon your commitment to
debate. Write about how, during an experiment, you realized that the energy required to push an iron nail
against a magnetic force is equivalent to the cellular energy from respiration that allows you to move your
hand and thus displace the nail a certain distance from its starting point. As the prompt states, Duke is trying to
uncover the person behind the application. Visa services and advice on federal regulations concerning non-U.
You could use a compare-and-contrast essay to juxtapose the difference between your experiences growing up
i. What is different about your personal experience? To that end, Duke admits transfer applicants who are U.
Overview We require submission of official transcripts for all academic work completed in high school, and
all academic materials must be submitted by your guidance counselor or another school official. When writing
this essay, be as truthful and authentic as possible. Please limit your response to one or two paragraphs. And
we seek those students who will bring a variety of experiences, backgrounds, interests and opinions to the
campus. What's the history of your relationship with this community? I highly recommend thinking first and
foremost about life experiences that are most meaningful, not what is most impressive. You can break the
words into sections in which you write about a certain step in life and how it shaped your perspective. In
addition, Duke does not offer merit-based scholarships to transfer students. At the same time, you could
explain how your sexual orientation is important, but only one small aspect of your identify. Is there anything
you can teach your classmates about your hometown, traditions, culture, cuisine, orientation, identity, race, or
ethnicity that they might not already know? Before looking at the school's qualities, you'll first want to
identify your strongest passions â€” experiences, hobbies, interests, academic pursuits, anything you consider
relevant to you and integral to your development into the person you are today. The admissions office is
asking you to explain why you want to go to Duke. Get specific. Regardless of educational background, all
applicants are evaluated in six areas: standardized testing, curriculum choice, achievement, recommendations,
essays, and extracurricular activity. In this way, you can show the reader your own variable experience. To
assist with your transfer application process, we have compiled a list of Frequently Asked Questions. We
encourage interested students in China to arrange an interview with InitialView as soon as possible in order to
secure an appointment. Transfer Students We welcome your interest in transferring to Duke. The institution
utilizes a semester-based calendar and is organized into the two schools: the Trinity School of Arts and
Sciences, and the Pratt School of Engineering. Duke boasts a diverse, global student body, cutting-edge
research opportunities, and top-tier athletics programs. Use evidence to impart on the reader what you are
proud of and what you value.


